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The ER-DECOR - Story
The founder Rony Eggermont was already stuck on trains as a child at the age of five. This highly influenced his professional career, and the history of ER-DECOR.
1991 Rony Eggermont founded and registered his company : Euro-Rail Imex. This was the start of the manufacturing of
model railway accessories, more specifically landscape products. The first grass mats, lichen and scatters came
onto the Belgian market.
1992 Expansion to new markets in the Netherlands and France.
1994 Start up of in-house production line for grass mats. The launch of the highly innovative top product ERHYDROFIBRE.
1995 Start of export to Japan with supplies of grass mats for a well-known Japanese train manufacturer.
1996 New premises were a high priority and the business was moved to a new 90 m² warehouse.
1997 Expansion into the coveted German market.
1999 Due to sales on the German market the turnover increased to such a degree that we moved to 150 m² accommodation.
2000 After a long 8 year period on the waiting list, ER-DECOR obtained its first stand space at the International Toy Fair
in Nürnberg. For several countries in Europe and internationally, importers and distributors for ER-DECOR were
found. The first full catalogues were printed.
2002 The number of products, sales and new markets grew rapidly, therefore we required further warehouse space to
fulfil the expanding order book. Larger accommodation of 200 m² was acquired.
2003 Official name change from Euro Rail Imex to ER-DECOR International.
2004 ER-QUICK Track Bed was born, a revolution in the evolution of laying track, this is THE innovation.
2005 The increase in sales and products and the will to develop an efficient customer service saw us move to new premises of over 500 m².
2006 Independent representatives for Germany and France are employed.
2009 We work further on new products to make the ER-DECOR product range as attractive as possible for the model
railway enthusiast.

ER-DECOR is there for you!
The printed catalogue is only for information in the short term. New releases and innovations are not always shown in the
catalogue.
For this reason our website www.er-decor.eu is at your service as a source of up-to-date information.
Our website is constantly updated and you can find not only the complete ER-DECOR product range in the form of an online catalogue, but also instructions for use and vast product information: tips showing how and where to use, list of dealers, exhibition data and even more.
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ER-NATURAL
ER-FILITREE Natural fine scale deciduous trees
♦ Is a natural plant material with very fine branches (filigree).
♦ Is also known as sea moss or see foam.
♦ Remains particularly elastic because of special treatment and impregnation.
♦ Is specially treated to allow for possible re-working or damage over time.
♦ Is carefully sorted and packed in different lengths.
♦ Can be easily cut in the desired form and size with scissors.
♦ Trees can be flocked in the desired shades to obtain a realistic appearance (see page five and on our website
www.er-decor.eu) .

ER.2000

- Mini-Pack, 14 cm high, ca. 8 pcs.

ER.2003 - Maxi-Pack Assorted, ca. 35 pcs.
ER.2002

- Medium-Pack, 20 cm high, ca. 12 pcs.

ER.2004

- Giant-Pack ca. 30 cm high, 3 or 4 pcs.

ER.2005

- N-Pack, 7 cm high, ca. 20 pcs
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ER.2010

- Flock-Pack, 20 cm high, ca. 12 pcs.

ER-NATURAL
ER-FILITREE Forming and flocking
In it's natural form ER-FILITREE doesn't usually appear in the upright form of a tree.
Using a hair dryer to warm the desired area, the tree material can be straightened.
Very carefully and slowly straighten and shape the tree material, hold it for a moment until cooled and the tree material
remains in the desired shape.

There are two ways to apply adhesive to ER-FILITREE.
1. Dip the ER-FILITREE in a solution of two parts ER-DECOCOL (white)
art.nr. ER.7201 and one part of water.
2. Use spray adhesive.

There are several methods to flock including scatter material, flock & other materials.
Holding the tree in one hand, use your free hand or kitchen sifter/shaker to sprinkle the material on.
A mix of two green colours or green and yellow will create a realistic effect.
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ER-NATURAL
ER-FILITREE Natural flocked deciduous trees
The ER-FILITREE ready flocked trees will impress even the most discerning modeller with their fine detailing.
The natural structure and fine leaves of ER FILITREE give these trees a very realistic character.

ER.2020

ER.2021

ER.2025

ER.2026

- Deciduous trees, 15 cm high, 2 pcs.

- Deciduous trees green mix, ca. 17 cm high,
4 pcs.

ER.2028

- Deciduous trees dark green, ca. 17 cm
high, 4 pcs.

- Deciduous trees, 9 cm high, 3 pcs.

ER.2022

- Poplar, 15 cm high, 3 pcs.

ER.2027

- Deciduous trees light green, ca. 17 cm
high, 4 pcs.

- Deciduous trees medium green, ca. 17 cm
high, 4 pcs.

ER.2029

ER.2030

- Deciduous trees olive green, ca. 17 cm
high, 4 pcs.
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- Deciduous trees conifer green, ca. 17 cm
high, 4 pcs.

ER-NATURAL
***** Exclusivity by ER-DÉCOR *****
ER-MINILEAF is ideal to self-construct realistic trees.
Ready-made trees ER-PERFECTION are available.
See www.er-decor.eu subdivision ER-DIRECT.
At last it's possible, thanks to this superfine ER-MINILEAF to construct realistic fine trees, broad-leaved forest, and underwood.

ER.2070

- Minileaf light green mini-pack,
13 cm high, content 10 g

ER.2072
- Minileaf light green medium-pack, 18 cm high, 30 g content

BUSHES

ER.2080

- Erica bush light green

ER.2081

- Erica bush dark green
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ER.2083

- Plume bush green

ER-PROFESSIONAL
ER-FIR TREES IN GIFT-BOX
FLOCKED MODEL FIR TREES
These flocked model fir trees are delivered ready to use and can by placed directly on the layout.
The filigane look of the flocked model fir trees impress even the most discerning modeller with their fine detailing.
FLOCKED MODEL FIR TREES
Exist in:
- two colours:
fir green and lariks green
- two performances:
with root base and pin base
Lariks green

- Flocked model fir trees, 4 cm high, 7 pc.
Fir green
ER.2230 Root base
ER.2240 Pin base
Lariks green
ER.2250 Root base
ER.2260 Pin base

- Flocked model fir trees, 7 cm high, 7 pc.
Fir green
ER.2231 Root base
ER.2241 Pin base
Lariks green
ER.2251 Root base
ER.2261 Pin base

Fir green

- Flocked model fir trees, 10 cm high, 6 pc.
Fir green
ER.2232 Root base
ER.2242 Pin base
Lariks green
ER.2252 Root base
ER.2262 Pin base

- Flocked model fir trees, 7 pc.

2x7 - 1x10 - 2x13 - 2x16 cm high,

Fir green

ER.2235 Root base
ER.2245 Pin base
Lariks green

ER.2255 Root base
ER.2265 Pin base

- Flocked model fir trees, 16 cm high, 5 pc.
Fir green
ER.2234 Root base
ER.2244 Pin base
Lariks green
ER.2254 Root base
ER.2264 Pin base
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- Flocked model fir trees, 13 cm high, 6 pc.
Fir green
ER.2233 Root base
ER.2243 Pin base
Lariksgrün - lariks green
ER.2253 Root base
ER.2263 Pin base

ER-PROFESSIONAL
BACKGROUND FIR TREES
BUDGET MODEL FIR TREES
These budget model fir trees are delivered ready to use and can by placed directly on the layout.
This firs are ideal for background forestry on large surfaces.
Available in Pine Green, larch or snowy.

Fir tree pack 12 pc

Larchenpack 12 pc.

Snowy fir trees pack 12 pc.

ER.2236 Root base
ER.2246 Pin base

ER.2256 Root base
ER.2266 Pin base

ER.2238 Root base
ER.2248 Pin base

- Background model fir trees,
3 x 5 cm, 3 x 7 cm, 3 x 9 cm, 3 x 12 cm hoch, high

- Background model fir trees,
3 x 5 cm, 3 x 7 cm, 3 x 9 cm, 3 x 12 cm hoch, high

- Background model fir trees,
3 x 5 cm, 3 x 7 cm, 3 x 9 cm, 3 x 12 cm hoch, high

Fir tree MAXI Pack 56 pc

Lärchen MAXI Pack 56 pc

Snowy fir trees MAXI Pack 56 pc

ER.2237 Root base
ER.2247 Pin base

ER.2257 Root base
ER.2267 Pin base

ER.2239 Root base
ER.2249 Pin base

- Background model fir trees,
14x5 cm, 14x7 cm, 14x9 cm, 14x12 cm hoch, high

- Background model fir trees,
14x5 cm, 14x7 cm, 14x9 cm, 14x12 cm hoch, high
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- Background model fir trees,
14x5 cm, 14x7 cm, 14x9 cm, 14x12 cm hoch, high

ER-PROFESSIONAL
MODEL TREES WITH WOOD TRUNKS
These model trees with real wood trunks are delivered ready to use and can by placed directly on the layout.
The branches of the trees are made from a flexible material, so you can shape the crown to your liking.
All model trees with wood trunks are hand made thus they are all different, just as in nature.

ER.2309

- Austrian pine, 14 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2325

- Plane-tree, 15 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2349

- Elm, 15 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2312 - Pines, 12 cm high, 1 pcs.
ER.2313 - Pines, 20 cm high, 1 pcs.

ER.2321

ER.2323

- Plane-tree, 7 cm high, 2 pcs.

- Plane-tree, 10 cm high, 1 pc.

- Town plane-tree,12 cm high,1pc

- Poplar, 17 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2331

ER.2337

ER.2350

ER.2351

ER.2352

ER.2327

- Beech tree, 15 cm high, 1 pc.

- Hornbeam, 15 cm high, 1 pc.
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- Weeping willow,15 cm high,1 pc

- Birch tree, 15 cm high, 1 pc.

ER-PROFESSIONAL
MODEL TREES WITH WOOD TRUNKS

ER.2354

ER.2358

ER.2356

- Chestnut-tree, 15 cm high, 1 pc

- Oak, 15 cm high, 1 pc.

- Birch clump, 13 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2359

- Oak clump, 13 cm high, 1 pc.

MEDITERRANEAN TREES WITH WOOD TRUNKS

ER.2365

ER.2366

- Mediterranean pine, 15 cm high, 1 pc.

- Parasol pine, 15 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2370

ER.2371

- Palm tree, 9 cm high, 2 pc.

ER.2368

- Olive tree, 9 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2372

- Palm tree, 14 cm high, 1 pc.

- Palm tree in bloom, 14 cm high, 1 pc.
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ER.2369

- Olive tree with olives, 9 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2373

- Palm tree, 22 cm high, 1 pc.

ER-PROFESSIONAL
FRUIT TREES WITH WOOD TRUNKS

ER.2381

ER.2382

ER.2385

ER.2386

- Fruit trees, white blossom
7 cm high, 2 pcs.

- Fruit trees, lilac blossom
7 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2391

- Fruit trees, white blossom
10 cm high, 1 pc.

- Fruit trees, yellow blossom
7 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2383

- Fruit trees, pink blossom
7 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2387

ER.2384

- Fruit trees, red blossom
7 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2388

- Apple tree, 7 cm high, 2 pcs.

- Prunus red-brown, 7 cm high, 2 pcs.

- Acacia round, 7 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2392

ER.2393

ER.2394

- Fruit trees, yellow blossom
10 cm high, 1 pc.

- Fruit trees, pink blossom
10 cm high, 1 pc.
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- Fruit trees, red blossom
10 cm high, 1 pc.

ER-PROFESSIONAL
FRUIT TREES WITH WOOD TRUNKS

ER.2395

- Fruit trees, lilac blossom
10 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2396

ER.2397

- Apple tree
10 cm high, 1 pc.

- Prunus
10 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2398

- Acacia round
10 cm high, 1 pc.

BUSHES

ER.2300

- Bushes, 3 green colours
2 cm high, 6 pcs.

ER.2304

- Bushes, medium green
3,5 cm high, 4 pcs.

ER.2301

ER.2302

- Bushes in bloom, 6 colours,
2 cm high, 6 pcs.

- Bushes, 4 green colours,
3,5 cm high, 4 pcs.

ER.2305

ER.2306

- Bushes, dark green
3,5 cm high, 4 pcs.

- Bushes in bloom,
red, white, pink, prunus
3,5 cm high, 4 pcs.
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ER.2303

- Bushes, light green,
3,5 cm high, 4 pcs.

ER.2307

- Bushes in bloom,
yellow, blue, lila, apple
3,5 cm high, 4 pcs.

ER-PROFESSIONAL
FLEXIBLE HEDGES
ER-DECOR HEDGES are available in different heights. All the hedges are flexible and can by cut to desired length with
scissors. The hedges are round up to half round shaped. Right angles and other shapes can be achieved by simply bending to the desired shape.
To make a more attractive random hedge, just cut them to the desired shape.

ER.2201

ER.2202

ER.2203

- Hedge light green,
8 x 8 mm, 1 m length

- Hedge medium green,
8 x 8 mm, 1 m length

ER.2204

ER.2205

- Hedge in bloom white,
8x8 mm, 1 m length

- Hedge in bloom, red,
8 x 8 mm, 1 m length

ER.2207

ER.2208

ER.2209

- Hedge in bloom,mauve,
8x8 mm,1 m length

- Hedge in bloom,yellow,
8 x 8 mm,1 m length

- Hedge in bloom, pink,
8 x 8 mm, 1 m length
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- Hedge dark green,
8 x 8 mm, 1 m length

ER.2206

- Hedge in bloom, blue,
8 x 8 mm, 1 m length

ER-PROFESSIONAL
FLEXIBLE HEDGES
ER-DECOR HEDGES are available in different heights. All the hedges are flexible and can by cut to desired length with
scissors. The hedges are round up to half round shaped. Right angles and other shapes can be achieved by simply bending to the desired shape.
To make a more attractive random hedge, just cut them to the desired shape.

ER.2210

ER.2220

- Hedges mixed,
10 x 14 x 200 mm, 4 pc.

- Hedge green mixed,
12x20x200 mm, 3 pc

ER.2211

ER.2212

ER.2221

ER.2222

- Hedge light green,
10 x 14 x 200 mm, 4 pc.

- Hedge light green,
12 x 20 x 200 mm, 3 pc.

- Hedge medium green,
10 x 14 x 200 mm,4pc.

- Hedge medium green,
12x20x200 mm, 3 pc
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ER.2213

- Hedge dark green,
10 x 14 x 200 mm, 4pc.

ER.2223

- Hedge dark green,
12 x 20 x 200 mm, 3 pc.

ER-WATER
YOUR ONLY LIMIT IS YOUR OWN IMAGINATION !
ER-AQUAGEL
ER-AQUAGEL is an re-usable one component resin, easy to use and economical, that pours, flows and sets to realistically simulate water.
The beautiful thing about ER-AQUAGEL is that if you are unhappy with your first results, you can salvage the water by remelting it and trying again. Do you like to make afterwards adjustments or details as waves or rapids to form? Simply use
a hairdryer to heat up the surface and set the adjustments.
ER-AQUAGEL is used to simulate a realistic imitation of static and moving water, rivers and streams can come to life e.g.
mountain rapids, rivers, canals, lakes, pools, ponds, drains etc.
ER-AQUAGEL model water can be melted in a pot on an electric stove. The gel melts at low temperature at about 55°C 60°C.It turns completely liquid at about 65°C . ER-AQUAGEL can then be poured into place where it will cool and set.
Furthermore, because of its high viscosity in melted state, air bubbles are less likely to occur.
ER-AQUAGEL water remains elastic after cooling.

ER.7510

- ER-AQUAGEL 200 ml + ER-Aquaseal 10 ml
crystal clear, re-usable

ER.7512

- ER-AQUAGEL 1000 ml + ER-Aquaseal 25 ml
crystal clear, re-usable

ER-AQUASEAL
A final treatment with a sealer : ER-AQUASEAL is needed as the surface of the AQUAGEL-water cannot be cleaned. In time, dust and other impurities will form an unattractive
film.
Small waves can be formed with the sealer ER-AQUASEAL. Thus, small depressions and
elevations are created that appear realistically as waves.
The sealer ER-AQUASEAL dries crystal-clear.
ER.7517

- ER-AQUASEAL 120 ml
crystal clear when dry
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ER-WATER
YOUR ONLY LIMIT IS YOUR OWN IMAGINATION !
ER-AQUASURFACE
ER-AQUASURFACE is easy to work with, for realistic water design of static water e.g.
lakes and rivers, streams, ponds, swimming baths, etc..
ER-AQUASURFACE can be used on every underground. Pour on the previously prepared
underground and after some hours the water the water hardened transparent.

ER.7520

- AQUASURFACE 120 ml
for “still water”
crystal clear when dry

ER-AQUAFORM
ER-AQUAFORM ensure in making realistic effects on waters from Aquagel or Aquasurface where a flowing water effect is desired. It makes streams and brooks liquid, lets Boats
navigate ER-AQUAFORM is cristal clear when dry.
ER-AQUAFORM is used for the simulation of realistic moving water
e.g. waterfalls rapids and waves to. for example, , mountain rivers, lakes, rivers. Easy simulation of bowwaves and backwash by boats. By static water for the simulation of waves
e.g. ditches, ponds, swimming pools, brooks, etc.

ER.7525

- AQUAFORM 100 ml
"wild water" and "wave" effects.
crystal clear when dry

ER-AQUAFECT
Working with ER-AQUAFECT ensure you to create fascinating realistic whitecap effects
and foam effects. ER AQUAFECT hardens milky transparent and is used for the simulation of realistic rapids and foam waves. Thanks to its thick consistency, is it possible to apply ER AQUAFECT in steep places e.g. waterfalls. To make rapids on a river, apply some
stripes ER AQUAFECT and forms the streaky water using a brush. By foam waves, apply
a little ER AQUAFECT and sculpt waves.

ER.7530

- AQUAFECT 50 ml
for foam effects "falls" and "foam waves".
milky-transparent when dry
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ER-HYDROFIBRE

A RE-USABLE FIBRE BASED MATERIAL FOR ALL TYPES OF LANDSCAPE
Properties:
♦ easy to use
♦ highly efficient
♦ workable up to 18 hours
♦ very light
♦ blendable with special colours
♦ immediately flockable without glue
♦ re-useable
With the ER-HYDRO-PIGMENTS
art.n°. 7150 the base colours of the
mix can be individually coloured. On
the still wet ER-HYDROFIBRE,
grass fibre, trees, lichen, houses or
people can be attached without
additional glue. The hardened ERHYDROFIBRE mix can always be
re-modelled by moistening with water, even years later.
As an underground former we recommend our ER-LANDSCAPE
MEMBRANE art.n°. 7004, because
it aids adhesion while drying out and
offers optimal stability.

ER-HYDROFIBRE gives very realistic results immediately upon application, thanks to its unique formula.
ER-HYDROFIBRE can be used for
up to 18 hours after mixing. This allows easy re-working and correction.The hardened ER-HYDROFIBRE
is extremely light and has great sta-

ER-HYDROFIBRE consists of synthetic fibres that are mixed with a specially home formulated glue and water to an
easily workable mix. The mix sticks to most clean and grease free surfaces. Any unused mix can be saved for years for
later use in its own CLOSED container. After a long time it dries and hardened, but when adding water at the dry ERHYDROFIBRE you become again a workable mix.

- Hydrofibre rocks on the private modelrailway of
Mr. Anne Wtenweerde (NL)
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ER-HYDROFIBRE
LANDSCAPE MODELLING PRODUCTS
STARTER PACKS

ER.7110
- ER-HYDROFIBRE Try-out Pack 0,25 m²
In total 1,5 litre HYDROFIBRE to cover
approx. 1 m² area with a layer thickness
of about 2 mm.
Contents: 3 x ER-HYDROFIBRE 0,5 litre
sand, granite, red soil. Grass fibres,
landscape mat 50 x 50 cm and

ER.7120

ER.7130

- ER-HYDROFIBRE Starter Pack 0,50 m²
In total 3 litre HYDROFIBRE to cover
approx. 1,75 m² area with a layer thickness of 2 mm.
Contents: 3 x ER-HYDROFIBRE 1 litre :
Sand, granite, red soil. Grass fibres,
landscape mat 50 x 100 cm and
instruction sheet.

ER-HYDROFIBRE Maxi Starter Pack 1 m²
In total 4 litre HYDROFIBRE to cover
approx. 2,25 m² area with a layer
thickness of 2 mm.
Contents: 4 x ER-HYDROFIBRE 1 litre :
2 x sand, granite, red soil. Grass fibres,
Landscape mat 100 x 100 cm and
instruction sheet.

instruction sheet.

Rocks on the private modelrailway of
Mr. Patrick De Brabander (BE)

Rocks on the modelrailway at Rail City Brugge

BASIC PACKS

ER.7111

- Small basic pack sand
0,5 l for approx. 0,25 to 0,50 m² area.

ER.7112

- Small basic pack granite
0,5 l for approx. 0,25 to 0,50 m² area.
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ER.7113

- Small basic pack red soil
0,5 l for approx. 0,25 to 0,50 m² area.

ER-HYDROFIBRE
LANDSCAPE MODELLING PRODUCTS
BASIC PACKS

ER.7131

- Large basic pack sand
2,5 l for approx. 0,75 to 1 m² area,
with instruction sheet

ER.7132

- Large basic pack granite
2,5 l for approx. 0,75 to 1 m²
area, with instruction sheet

ER.7133

- Large basic pack red soil
2,5 l for approx. 0,75 to 1 m²
area, with instruction sheet

ACCESSORIES

ER.7199

- Double ended spatula
Indispensable for modelling your landscape with
natural effect.

ER.7150

- Hydro-Pigments
Set of 5 special pigment colours: white, black, red, yellow,
brown. Special colours to produce a realistic landscape
colouring when mixed with the ER-HYDROFIBRE basic
sand colour.

An other railway with ER Products - Pictures of the modelrailway at
Rail City Brugge Mariastraat, 38, 8000 Brugge, BELGIEN—BELGIUM
Tel : 00 32 484 77 50 90
Website : www.railcitybrugge.be
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UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION
ER-CONSTRUCTOR
These construction sheets are made from extruded polystyrene and are hard yet very light sheets, ideally suited to form
underground landscape structures. These sheets will prove popular with novice modellers as they're quick and easy to
cut in all sort of forms with a craft knife. The seasoned modeller will also like the advantages of using this material and
modular layout builders will welcome it as a light weight alternative to wood construction.
ER.7000

- ER-CONSTRUCTOR
2 Underground construction sheets
62,5 cm length, 60 cm width, 2 cm thick

ER.7001

- ER-CONSTRUCTOR
1 Underground construction sheets
62,5 cm length, 60 cm width, 2 cm thick

ER.7002

- ER-CONSTRUCTOR
1 Underground construction sheets
31,5 cm length, 30 cm width, 2 cm thick

ER.7005

- Landscape membrane 2 m²
We recommend using light weight white fibre matting together with the ER-CONSTRUCTOR construction
sheet as the HYDROFIBRE will adhere better as it dries, thus ensuring optimum stability.

ER.7006

- ER-Aluminium wire netting 75 x 80 cm
Aluminium wire-netting is another easy method to form a base for ER-HYDROFIBRE. Aluminium wire netting can be fixed to the baseboard or ER-CONSTRUCTOR construction sheet
with a hot glue gun or on wood profiles with staples.

The cost saving solution for easy landscaping

ER.7007

ER.7008

- Modelling plaster roll
300 x 15 cm

- Landscape crepe paper
95 x 120 cm
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ER–QUICK TRACK BED
THE BEST OF THE BEST AMONG THE TRACK BEDS
The easiest and most realistic way of model building
The ER-QUICK Track Bed: not just a track bed !
ER-QUICK Track Bed: realistic, versatile, fast, easy to use, one of the most versatile products available for modelling
scenery.
This material is primarily intended for building track beds and for the creation of roads (concrete or asphalt roads). Even
light train or tram tracks can be inserted into the roads.
One could say that this is also a perfect solution for the Faller Car-System®. Simply press the guide wire into the road
bed, paint in the desired colour, READY ! Or alternatively use very fine grain N-scale ballast to cover the tar surface.
It is also ideal for architectural and military dioramas. Furthermore it is also possible to create walls and hedges with ERQUICK.
The ER-QUICK Track bed offers several benefits:
♦ It will never harden, shrink or dry out
♦ It is non-toxic
♦ It will not react to or cause any effect to materials such as Styrofoam and Styrene
♦ It can be painted
♦ It remains flexible indefinitely
♦ It is waterproof
♦ It is a great sound-deadener
♦ It allows track to expand and contract with temperature changes
♦ It allows track to be placed without glue, nails or screws
♦ It allows ballast to be placed without glue
♦ It will stick to wood, plastic, polystyrene, glass, etc.
ER-Quick Track bed is a very flexible and mouldable black adhesive material that will never dry out or shrink. The built-in
adhesive is strong enough to hold items such as track and ballast without the need for glue, screws or nails and can be
used on practically any surface such as wood, plastic, foam and plaster.
ER-QUICK Track bed is easy to cut with scissors or with a pizza cutter. That is why it is so simple to adapt the HO ERQUICK Track bed to many scales.

ER.5000

ER.5005

- Roll ER-QUICK Track Bed H0
10 m long, 5 cm wide, 3 mm thick

- ER-QUICK Turnout sheet H0/TT/N/Z
Sheet: 22,5 x 26,5 cm, 3 mm thick
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ER–QUICK GLEISBETTUNG
THE BEST OF THE BEST AMONG THE TRACK BEDS
EXTRA SOUND-DEADENER
The ER-QUICK track bed itself has already a very good noise reduction.
For an SUPER-ideal noise insulation, ER-DECOR has considered the revolutionary anti-acoustic track bed in conjunction with the ER-Quick.

ER.5001

- EXTRA AA Sound-deadener
10 m long, 4 cm wide, 3 mm thick
To use with ER-Quick 5000 HO

ER.5006
- EXTRA AA Sound-deadener for Turnout
sheet
To use with ER-Quick 5005 HO
Sheet: 22,5 x 26,5 cm, 3 mm thick

Other applications with ER-QUICK Track Bed

- Wooden planking
with ER-QUICK Track Bed

- Cobble stones
with ER-QUICK Track Bed

- Concrete road
with ER-QUICK Track Bed
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- Asphalt road with ER-QUICK

ER-AA-TRACK BED
A REVOLUTION IN THE EVOLUTION OF TRACK BED SOUND-DEADENING

The revolutionary ER anti-acoustic (AA) track bed has one of the best sound-deadening properties of any of the existing
track beds because of its construction in MICRO-CELL synthetic material.

Properties:
♦ proven micro-cell synthetics
♦ very high sound-deadening quality
♦ material won't dry out, harden or crumble
♦ easy and quick fixing
♦ very flexible
♦ easy to place for points and curves
♦ curves can be pre-shaped before fixing
♦ water resitant so unaffected by wet ballasting
♦ bed is in one piece (not 2 halves)
♦ easy to use 1 metre lengths

ER.5020

- Roll AA-Track bed H0
compatible with 5 mm cork underlay
3 m length, 4 cm width, 5 mm thick

Laying track with ER anti-acoustic track bed
Laying track track bed is basically a four-step process.
1. Prepare the surface by marking out the desired
position of the track.
2. Cut off a section of ER AA-track bed and fix it on
the base board.
3. Place the track onto the ER AA track bed.
4. Cover the ER (AA) track bed with scale ballast.

ER.5021

- Roll AA-Track bed H0
compatible with 5 mm cork underlay
10 m length, 4 cm width, 5 mm thick

ER.5025

ER.5030

ER.5031

- AA-Turnout sheet H0
compatible with 5 mm cork underlay,
40 x 25 cm, 5 mm thick

ER.5040

ER.5041

ER.5035

ER.5050

ER.5051

ER.5055

- Roll AA-Track bed H0
3 m length, 4 cm width, 4 mm thick

- Roll AA-Track bed TT / H0m
3 m length, 3 cm width, 4 mm thick

- Roll AA-Track bed N/H0e
3 m length, 2 cm width, 3 mm thick

- Roll AA-Track bed H0
10 m length, 4 cm width, 4 mm thick

- Roll AA-Track bed TT / H0m
10 m length, 3 cm width, 4 mm thick

- Roll AA-Track bed N/H0e
10 m length, 2 cm width, 3 mm thick
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- AA-Turnout sheet H0/TT/H0m
40 x 25 cm, 4 mm thick

- AA-Turnout sheet H0/TT/H0m
40 x 25 cm, 4 mm thick

ER-CORK TRACK BED
THE MOST COMMON OF THE TRACK BEDS

ER-Cork track bed is a fine grain natural cork bed. This composition gives very good flexibility and sound-deadening.
ER-Cork track beds are available in lengths of 50 cm in various sizes and thicknesses for HO-TT-N.
The edges of the cork strips have a 45° edge to create realistic track bed shapes.
The strips are very flexible due to a middle incision.
Easy and quick to fix when using ER-DECORAIL art.nr. ER.7215

Laying track with ER-Cork track bed
1. Prepare the surface by marking out the desired track position.
2. Fix the ER-Cork track bed on the board.
3. Fix the track onto the ER-Cork track bed.
4. Cover the ER-Cork track bed with scale ballast.

ER.5060

- Cork track bed H0
3 m length, 4 cm width, 4 mm thick

ER.5070

- Cork track bed TT/H0m
3 m length, 3 cm width, 4 mm thick

ER.5080

- Cork track bed N/H0e
3 m length, 2 cm width, 2 mm thick

ER.5061
- Cork track bed H0

ER.5065

- Cork turnout sheet H0/TT/H0m
33 x 25 cm, 4 mm thick

ER.5071
- Cork track bed TT/H0m

ER.5081

- Cork track bed N/H0e
10 m length, 2 cm width, 2 mm thick
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ER.5085

- Cork turnout sheet N/H0e
33 x 25 cm, 2 mm thick

ER-DECOBAL
A REVOLUTION IN THE EVOLUTION OF TRACK BED SOUND-DEADENING

ANTI-ACOUSTIC (AA) BALLAST GLUE
Sound-deadening latex glue to fix ballast
Using DECOBAL AA-glue is the perfect method for a perfect sounddeadening.

ER.7210

- DECOBAL AA-glue,
Bottle with drop applicator.

Properties: AA-glue DECOBAL
♦ Is a water soluble latex glue from our own development
♦ No adding of detergents
♦ It is a ready to use product and will giving every grain of ballast a latex layer
♦ Deadens the track noise in a big wayng
♦ Always stays elastic
♦ Can be used with natural stone ballast and imitation ballast
♦ Easy track salvage
ER.7211

- DECOBAL AA-glue,
Refill bottle, Contents: 500 ml

ER-DECORAIL
A REVOLUTION IN THE EVOLUTION OF TRACK BED SOUND-DEADENING
ANTI-ACOUSTIC (AA) TRACK GLUE
Sound-deadening contact glue to fix track and track bed
Using AA-glue DECORAIL is the perfect method for a perfect
soundeadening.
Properties: AA-glue DECORAIL
♦ Is a water soluble and environmentally friendly contact glue
from our own development
♦ Is a home-formulated contact glue designed to glue track
bed and track
♦ It deadens the track noise significantly thus cutting out transmission of track noise between the track and baseboard
♦ By glueing track bed and track allows working without nails
or screws
♦ Glue cork track bed and AA- track bed
♦ High flexibility stays always elastic
♦ Easy track salvage
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ER.7215

- AA-glue DECORAIL
Bottle with dosage nozzle.
Contents: 250 ml

ER-BALLAST
LEIGHT WEIGHT BALLAST ON SCALE SIZE
ER-BALLAST is an imitation scale ballast which is very light weight. Thanks to the quality and realistic appearance of
light weight ER- BALLAST it’s almost indistinguishable from the much heavier stone ballast. This light weight is particularly useful for builders of modular layouts and is beloved by railway modellers.
ER-BALLAST is available in different sizes of granulation in a large colour range and several packaging. We deliver a
range of basic colours to mix your own desired ballast colour and a range with pre-mixed realistic ballast colours.
By using ER-glue DECOBAL and DECORAIL you can ensure 100% sound deadening quality. This method also assures
that there are no problems salvaging the track and ballast at a later time if required (see ER-glue).

COAL

BALLAST FINE = N

BALLAST COARSE = HO

Coal fine
ER.5311 Bag 200 ml
ER.5411 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5611 Shaker 1 liter

Coal coarse
ER.5312 Bag 200 ml
ER.5412 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5612 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast fine
light grey
ER.5321 Bag 200 ml
ER.5421 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5621 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast coarse
light grey
ER.5322 Bag 200 ml
ER.5422 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5622 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast fine grey
ER.5323 Bag 200 ml
ER.5423 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5623 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast coarse grey
ER.5324 Bag 200 ml
ER.5424 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5624 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast fine
medium grey
ER.5325 Bag 200 ml
ER.5425 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5625 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast coarse
medium grey
ER.5326 Bag 200 ml
ER.5426 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5626 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast fine
dark grey
ER.5327 Bag 200 ml
ER.5427 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5627 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast coarse
dark grey
ER.5328 Bag 200 ml
ER.5428 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5628 Shaker 1 liter

BASIC GREY TONES
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ER-BALLAST
LEIGHT WEIGHT BALLAST ON SCALE SIZE
BASIC BROWN TONES

PRE-MIXED GREY TONES

SPECIAL GREY SNCB

BALLAST FINE = N

BALLAST COARSE = HO

Ballast fine
light brown
ER.5331 Bag 200 ml
ER.5431 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5631 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast coarse
light brown
ER.5332 Bag 200 ml
ER.5432 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5632 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast fine brown
ER.5333 Bag 200 ml
ER.5433 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5633 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast coarse brown
ER.5334 Bag 200 ml
ER.5434 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5634 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast fine
medium brown
ER.5335 Bag 200 ml
ER.5435 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5635 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast coarse
medium brown
ER.5336 Bag 200 ml
ER.5436 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5636 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast fine
dark brown
ER.5337 Bag 200 ml
ER.5437 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5637 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast coarse
dark brown
ER.5338 Bag 200 ml
ER.5438 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5638 Shaker 1 liter

BALLAST FINE = N

BALLAST COARSE = HO

Ballast mix fine
light grey-light brown
ER.5341 Bag 200 ml
ER.5441 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5641 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix coarse
light grey-light brown
ER.5342 Bag 200 ml
ER.5442 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5642 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix fine
dark grey-light brown
ER.5343 Bag 200 ml
ER.5443 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5643 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix coarse
dark grey-light brown
ER.5344 Bag 200 ml
ER.5444 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5644 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix fine
light grey-dark brown
ER.5345 Bag 200 ml
ER.5445 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5645 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix coarse
light grey-dark brown
ER.5346 Bag 200 ml
ER.5446 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5646 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix fine
dark grey-dark brown
ER.5347 Bag 200 ml
ER.5447 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5647 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix coarse
dark grey-dark brown
ER.5348 Bag 200 ml
ER.5448 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5648 Shaker 1 liter

BALLAST FIJN = N

BALLAST GROF = HO

Ballast mix fine SNCB grey
ER.5349 Bag 200 ml
ER.5449 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5649 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix coarse SNCB grey
ER.5350 Bag 200 ml
ER.5450 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5650 Shaker 1 liter
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ER-BALLAST
LEIGHT WEIGHT BALLAST ON SCALE SIZE
PRE-MIXED BROWN TO-

BALLAST FINE = N

BALLAST COARSE = HO

Ballast mix fine
dark grey-dark brown
ER.5351 Bag 200 ml
ER.5451 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5651 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix coarse
dark grey-dark brown
ER.5352 Bag 200 ml
ER.5452 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5652 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix fine
light brown-dark grey
ER.5353 Bag 200 ml
ER.5453 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5653 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix coarse
light brown-dark grey
ER.5354 Bag 200 ml
ER.5454 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5654 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix fine
dark brown-light grey
ER.5355 Bag 200 ml
ER.5455 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5655 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix coarse
dark brown-light grey
ER.5356 Bag 200 ml
ER.5456 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5656 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix fine
dark brown-dark grey
ER.5357 Bag 200 ml
ER.5457 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5657 Shaker 1 liter

Ballast mix coarse
dark brown-dark grey
ER.5358 Bag 200 ml
ER.5458 Bag 1000 ml
ER.5658 Shaker 1 liter

ER-DECOBAL
ANTI-ACOUSTIC (AA) BALLAST GLUE
Sound-deadening latex glue to fix ballast
Using DECOBAL AA-glue is the perfect method for a perfect
sound-deadening.

ER.7210
- DECOBAL AA-glue,
Bottle with drop applicator.

Properties: AA-glue DECOBAL
• Is a water soluble latex glue from our own development
• No adding of detergents
• It is a ready to use product and will giving every grain of
ballast a latex layer
• Deadens the track noise in a big wayng
• Always stays elastic
• Can be used with natural stone ballast and imitation ballast
• Easy track salvage
ER.7211

- AA-Leim DECOBAL,
Nachfüllung, Inhalt: 500 ml
- DECOBAL AA-glue,
Refill bottle, Contents: 500 ml
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ER-TUNNEL PORTALS
The ER-DECOR tunnel portals and walling have an extraordinarily realistic appearance. This is thanks to the production
methods and the composition of the material, strength, thickness, shape and colours. ER-DECOR tunnel portals and walling are relatively unbreakable and can be used outdoors as well as indoors.
The material is easy to use and allows the model builder to saw, drill, polish and sand it. Each of these ER-DECOR tunnel portals or walls are already coloured during the production. Self colouring or weathering can be done with any popular
hobby paint (Humbrol, Revell,...) or poster paint.
ER-DECOR tunnel portals or walls are partly handmade and coloured. Pieces with the same article number may vary with
each other in size and in colour. All our tunnel portals are suitable for catenaries.

ER.4000

- Tunnel portal single track, H0
6 cm A-length,
14,5 cm B-length,
12,5 cm high,
1 pc.

ER.4010

- Tunnel portal, double track, H0
9 cm A-length,
14,5 cm B-length,
12,5 cm high,
1 pc.

ER.4002

ER.4003

ER.4012

ER.4013

- Tunnel portal single track, right flank rise, H0
6 cm A-length,
14,5 cm B-length,
12,5 cm high,
1 pc.

- Tunnel portal, double track, right flank rise, H0
9 cm A-length,
18 cm B-length,
12,5 cm high,
1 pc.

- Tunnel portal, single track, left flank rise, H0
6 cm A-length,
14,5 cm B-length,
12,5 cm high,
1 pc.

- Tunnel portal, double track, left flank rise, H0
9 cm A-length,
18 cm B-length,
12,5 cm high,
1 pc.

ER.4001

ER.4011

- Tunnel portal single track, extra wide, H0

- Tunnel portal, double track, extra wide, H0
11,5 cm A-length, 20 cm B-length, 12,5 cm high, 1 pc.

NEW: AVAILABLE AUTUMN 2013
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ER-RETAINING WALLS

ER.4020

ER.4021

Pair of retaining walls, low, H0
10 cm A-length, 9,5 cm high, 2 pc.

- Pair of retaining walls, high, H0
17,5 cm A-length, 12,5 cm high, 2 pc.

ER.4040

ER.4031

- Support wall with 5 arches, H0
21 cm A-length, 9,5 cm high, 1 pc.

- Support wall step form, H0
22,5 cm A-length, 11 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.4032

- Concrete support wall, H0
18 cm A-length, 7 cm high, 1 pc.
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ER-STREETS
The ER-DECOR streets have an extraordinarily realistic appearance. This is thanks to the production method and the
composition of the material, namely its strength, thickness, shape and colours. ER-DECOR streets are relatively unbreakable and can be used outdoors as well as indoors.
The material is easy to use and allows the model builder to saw, drill, polish and sand it. Each of these ER-DECOR
streets are already coloured during production. Self colouring or weathering can be done with any popular hobby paint
(Humbrol, Revell,...) or poster paint.
ER-DECOR streets are partly handmade and coloured. Pieces with the same article number may vary in size and colour.

NARROW COUNTRY ROADS

ER.4100

- Narrow country road, straight
152 x 45 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4101

- Narrow country road, curved
45° R170, 45 mm width

ER.4103

- Narrow country road,
straight with verge
152 x 45 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4102

ER.4104

- Narrow country road,
curved with verge
45° R170, 45 mm width

ER.4105 (401.127)

- Narrow country road, T-junction
108 x 84 mm, 3 mm width

- Narrow country road,
T-junction with verge
108 x 84 mm, 3 mm width

WIDE COUNTRY ROADS

ER.4106

- Wide country road, straight
152 x 75 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4107

- Wide country road, curved
45° R170, 75 mm width
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ER.4108

- Wide country road, T-junction
120 x 100 mm, 3 mm thick

ER-STREETS
NARROW STREETS WITH SQUARE MANHOLE

ER.4110

- Narrow street, straight,
2 drains, 1 manhole
150 x 48 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4113

ER.4115

ER.4114

- Narrow street, curved,
2 drains, 1 manhole
45° R160, 48 mm width

- Narrow street,
T-junction with manhole
95 x 67 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4111

- Narrow street,
junction with manhole
102 x 98 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4112

- Cobble-stones footpath ,
straight, for narrow street
150 x 52 mm, 5 mm thick

- Cobble-stones footpath,
curved, for narrow street
150 x 52 mm, 5 mm thick

WIDE STREETS WITH SQUARE MANHOLE

ER.4117

- Wide street, straight,
2 drains, 1 manhole
150 x 75 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4123

- Wide street, junction with
manhole
122 x 110 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4120

ER.4121

- Wide street, curved,
2 drains, 1 manhole
45° R160, 75 mm width

- Wide street, T-junction with
manhole
124 x 92 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4118

ER.4119

- Pavement footpath,
straight, for wide street
150 x 25 mm, 3 mm thick

- Pavement footpath,
curved, for wide street
45° R140/194, 25 mm width
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ER.4122

- Wide street, T-junction with
narrow street, with manhole
100 x 95 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4116

- Wide street, corner sections
2 x 4 pieces, 25 x 18 mm,
3 mm thick

ER-STREETS
NARROW STREETS WITH ROUND MANHOLE

ER.4130

- Narrow street, straight,
2 drains, 1 manhole
150 x 48 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4131

- Narrow street, curved
2 drains, 1 manhole
45° R160, 48 mm width

ER.4132

ER.4134

ER.4137

ER.4138

- Narrow street, T-junction
with manhole
95 x 67 mm, 3 mm thick

- Narrow street, junction
with manhole
102 x 98 mm, 3 mm thick

WIDE STREETS WITH ROUND MANHOLE

ER.4135

- Wide street, straight
2 drains, 1 manhole
150 x 75 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4136

- Wide street, curved
2 drains, 1 manhole
45° R160, 75 mm width

- Wide street, T-junction
with manhole
100 x 95 mm, 3 mm thick

- Wide street, T-junction with
narrow street, with manhole
100 x 95 mm, 3 mm thick

ER.4139

- Wide street, T-junction
with manhole
122 x 110 mm, 3 mm thick

DETAILS SQUARE MANHOLE
AND DRAIN

DETAILS ROUND MANHOLE
AND DRAIN
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ER-HOBBY FIR TREES
The ER-HOBBY TREES series is the costs saving solution for the simple landscaping.

FIR TREES WITH ROOT BASE IN BAG
ER.2160

- Bag with 12 pcs., 5 cm high.

ER.2161

- Bag with 10 pcs., 7 cm high.

ER.2162

- Bag with 10 pcs., 9 cm high.

ER.2163

- Bag with 8 pcs., 12 cm high.

ER.2164

- Bag with 10 pcs., 7 cm high.

ER.2165

- Bag with 4 pcs., 16 cm high.

SNOWY FIR TREES WITH ROOT BASE IN BAG
ER.2170

- Bag with 12 pcs., 5 cm high.

ER.2171

- Bag with 10 pcs., 7 cm high.

ER.2172

- Bag with 10 pcs., 9 cm high.

ER.2173

- Bag with 8 pcs., 12 cm high.

ER.2174

- Bag with 10 pcs., 7 cm high.

ER.2175

- Bag with 4 pcs., 16 cm high.
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ER-HOBBY TREES
HOBBY TREES WITH PLASTIC TRUNKS
The ER-HOBBY TREES series is the costs saving solution for the simple landscaping. These model trees with plastic
trunks are delivered ready to use and can by placed directly on the layout. The branches of the trees are made from a
flexible material, so you can shape the crown to your liking.
All model trees with plastic trunks are hand made thus they are all different, just as in nature.

ER.2409

- Austrian pine, 12 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2410

- Pines des Landes, 12 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2412

- Pines, 12 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2417 (Withouth picture)

- Plane-tree light green, 6 cm high, 3 pcs.

ER.2418 ((Withouth picture)

- Plane-tree medium green, 6 cm high, 3 pcs.

ER.2419 (Withouth picture)
- Plane-tree dark green, 6 cm high, 3 pcs.
ER.2420

- 3 pcs. Plane-tree, three green colours, 6 cm high.

ER.2421 (Withouth picture)
- Plane-tree light green, 9 cm high, 3 pcs.
ER.2422 (Withouth picture)

- Plane-tree medium green, 9 cm high, 3 pcs.

ER.2423 (Withouth picture)
- Plane-tree dark green, 9 cm high, 3 pcs.
ER.2424

- 3 pcs. Plane-tree, three green colours, 9 cm high.
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ER-HOBBY TREES
HOBBY TREES WITH PLASTIC TRUNKS

ER.2425

- Plane-tree, 13 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2431

ER.2437

- Poplar, 13 cm high, 2 pcs.

- Weeping willow,13 cm high,1 pc

ER.2449

ER.2450

ER.2451

ER.2452

ER.2454

ER.2456

- Elm, 13 cm high, 2 pc.

- Birch tree, 13 cm high, 2 pc.

- Beech tree, 13 cm high, 2 pc.

- Hornbeam, 13 cm high, 2 pc.

- Chestnut-tree, 13 cm high, 1 pc
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ER-HOBBY TREES
HOBBY TREES WITH PLASTIC TRUNKS

ER.2465

ER.2466

- Mediterranean pine, 12 cm high, 2 pc.

ER.2485

- Fruit trees, blossom, 6 cm high, 3 pcs.

- Parasol pine, 15 cm high, 1 pc.

ER.2487

ER.2486

- Fruit trees, 6 cm high, 3 pcs.

- Prunus red-brown, 6 cm high, 3 pcs.

ER.2485

ER.2490

- Assorted trees 15 pcs. 6 plane-trees, 1 poplar,
2 blossom, 2 fruit trees, 2 prunus.

- Diciduous trees, 10 pcs. 2 elm, 2 beech, 2 hornbeem,
2 birch, 2 oak.
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ER-HOBBY TREES
The ER-HOBBY TREES series is the costs saving solution for the simple landscaping.

ER.2180

ER.2181

- Bushes green, 1,5 cm high, 5 pcs.

ER.2182

- Fruit trees, 10 cm high, 2 pcs.

- Bushes in bloom, 1,5 cm high, 5 pcs.

ER.2183

- Foliage trees, 10 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2186

- Foliage trees in bloom, 10 cm high, 4 pcs.

ER.2184

- Birch trees, 10 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER.2185

- Poplars, 13 cm high, 2 pcs.

ER-HOBBY FIR TREES
FIR TREES WITH PIN BASE IN GIFT-BOX

ER.2141

- Fir trees with pin,
6 - 8 cm high, 11 pc

ER.2144

ER.2143
- Fir trees with pin,
8 - 12 cm high, 9 pc

- Fir trees with pin,
12 - 14 cm high, 5 pc
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ER.2145 (231.045)

- Fir trees with pin,
14 - 16 cm high, 5pc

ER-HOBBY FIR TREES
FIR TREES WITH ROOT BASE IN BAG

ER.2106

- Fir trees with roots,
6 cm high, 2 pc.

ER.2116

ER.2114

ER.2112

ER.2108

- Fir trees with roots,
8 cm high, 2 pc.

- Fir trees with roots,
12 cm high, 2 pc.

- Fir trees with roots,
14 cm high, 2 pc.

- Fir trees with roots,
16 cm high, 2 pc.

ASSORTMENT OF FIR TREES

ER.2121

ER.2122

ER.2131

ER.2132

- Fir trees with roots,
4 - 6 cm high, 10 pc.

- Fir trees with pin, 4 - 6 cm, 10 pc.

ER.2124

ER.2123

- Fir trees with roots,
14 - 16 cm high, 20 pc.

- Fir trees with pin, 14 - 16 cm high, 20 pc.

ER.2133

- Fir trees with pin, 4-6-8-12 cm high, 30 pc.

ER.2125

- Fir trees with roots,
12 - 14 - 16 cm high, 30 pc.

- Fir trees with roots,
4 - 6 - 8 - 12 cm high, 50 pc.

ER.2134

ER.2135

- Fir trees with pin, 12-14-16 cm high, 30 pc.

- Fir trees with roots,
4 - 6 - 8 - 12 cm high, 30 pc.

ER.2159

- Fir trees with pin,
4 - 6 - 8 - 12 cm high, 50 pc.
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- Root bases for fir trees, 25 pc.

ER-HOBBY “O” WATER
"O"-Water is a one component liquid plastic casting PVC, available in three basic colours. Create water at an incredibly
simplicity .
Ideal for static and moving water, for mountain rapids, rivers, canals, lakes, pools, ponds, drains etc. The operating procedure is simple: pour the "O"-Water and let it harden.
APPLICATION
"O"-Water as a membrane for large water surfaces
"O"-Water directly on the landscape as flowing water
"O"-Water directly on the landscape as sealant for real water
"O"-Water as glue
Coverage with the contents of a 120 ml bottle is about 8 dm²

ER.7500

- “O” Water clear,
Bottle: 120 ml

ER.7501

- “O” Water blue
Bottle: 120 ml

ER.7502

- “O” Water green
Bottle: 120 ml

ER.7503

- “O”Wasserset 3 Farben: Farblos, Blau, Grün
Flasche: 3 x 120 ml
- “O” Water set 3 colors: clear, blue, green
Bottle: 3 x 120 ml
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ER.7504

- “O” Water grey
Bottle: 120 ml

ER.7505

- “O” Water brown
Bottle: 120 ml

ER-GRASS MATS
The ER-Decor grass mats are flocked with quality materials and are low priced. Due to the use of strong and flexible special paper they are easy to use. They are available on rolls in a variety of different sizes and lengths.
The grass mats are fixed on the layout with glue. We recommend our universal glue ER-DECOCOL white art.no. ER.7201
(720.500).
When using ER-DECOCOL the special paper becomes soft and flexible and makes fixing grass mats on an uneven surface an easy job.
Creation of a path, road, brook or stream
The glue used on the mats is water soluble. You can create roads, paths, tracks, brooks or streams. Just moisten the
grass with a small brush in the desired shape and area and after a few minutes you can remove the grass with a spatula.
After drying, apply scatter material with glue to the cleared area to produce a path or road or apply an ER water product
to create a brook or stream.
ER.1500
- Ballast mat brown
100 x 75 cm

ER.1501

- Ballast mat gray
100 x 75 cm

ER.1519

- Scatter mat green
100 x 75 cm

ER.1521

ER.1531

ER.1551

ER.1523

ER.1533

ER.1553

ER.1524

ER.1534

- Grass mat summer
100 x 250 cm

- Grass mat flowered field
100 x 250 cm

ER.1525

ER.1535

ER.1555

- Grass mat spring
100 x 75 cm

- Grass mat spring
100 x 200 cm

- Grass mat spring
100 x 250 cm

- Grass mat spring
100 x 300 cm
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- Grass mat summer
100 x 75 cm

- Grass mat summer
100 x 200 cm

- Grass mat summer
100 x 300 cm

- Grass mat flowered field
100 x 75 cm

- Grass mat flowered field
100 x 200 cm

ER.1554

- Grass mat flowered field
100 x 300 cm

ER-WILD GRASS
Realistic grass, easy as 1 - 2 - 3
ER-REALITY WILD GRASS re-creates realistic grass clumps and grass strips with long grass fibres (6 mm high grass) on
an invisible film.
These grass clumps and strips are useful along the sides of country roads, meadows, overgrown fields, along the water’s
edge, ditches, trenches, etc.

LONG GRASS CLUMPS

ER.1610

- Long grass clumps, H0
Spring green, +/- 100 pc.

ER.1611

ER.1612

- Long grass clumps, H0
Summer green, +/- 100 pc.

- Long grass clumps, H0
Summer brown, +/- 100 pc.

ER.1614

- Long grass clumps, H0
Late fall, +/- 100 pc.

LONG GRASS STRIPS

ER.1670

- Long grass strips, H0
Spring green, 72 cm

ER.1671

ER.1672

- Long grass strips, H0
Summer green, 72 cm

- Long grass strips, H0
Summer brown, 72 cm

ER.1674

- Long grass strips, H0
Late fall, 72 cm

ER-REED
Creating realistic reed beds is easy: just take the reed material, break off in small clumps and glue in place.
ER.2084

ER.2085

- Reed white

- Reed green
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ER-GRASS FIBRES
The ER-DECOR synthetic grass fibres have the same colour material and texture as the ER-DECOR grass mats. These
synthetic grass fibres are best fixed with our universal glue ER-DECOCOR green art.no. 7202 .
When using our ER-HYDROFIBRE modelling compound, no glue is needed to attach the grass flock on the wet modelling
paste (see ER-HYDROFIBRE).
Application of grass fibres
The ER-DECOR synthetic grass fibres are already electrostatically charged during the production process. This gives the
advantage that you don't need any special tools to allow the grass fibres to stand up just like real grass.
How to apply manually
Apply a water diluted amount of our universal glue ER-DECOCOR green art.no. 7202 and sprinkle the grass fibres in sufficient quantity on the glue. Sprinkling can be done by hand but it is better to use a kitchen sieve. This has the advantage
that the grass fibres will be distributed more evenly on the surface. Next, gently tap the treated surface. The best way is to
tap with hand or fist, close to the grass fibres, just under the treated area under the base. This allows a slight vibration
causing the grass fibres to stand up because of their electrostatic charge.
How to apply with an electrostatic tool
Applying ER-DECOR grass fibres with an electrostatic tool is a simple pleasure. The already static charge in the grass
fibres help and even improve the operation of the electrostatic tool.

GRASS FIBRES N (Length 1 mm)

ER.1200 : 200 ml
ER.1210 : 1000 ml

- Spring

ER.1201 : 200 ml
ER.1211 : 1000 ml

- Summer

ER.1202 : 200 ml
ER.1212 : 1000 ml

- Fall

ER.1203 : 200 ml
ER.1213 : 1000ml

- Field

ER.1204 : 200 ml
ER.1214 : 1000ml

- Peat

ER.1205 : 200 ml
ER.1215 : 1000ml

- Forest

GRASS FIBRES H0 (Length 2,5 mm)

ER.1220 : 200 ml
ER.1240 : 1000ml

- Spring

ER.1221 : 200 ml
ER.1241 : 1000ml

- Summer

ER.1222 : 200 ml
ER.1242 : 1000ml

- Fall

ER.1223 : 200 ml
ER.1243 : 1000ml

- Field

ER.1224 : 200 ml
ER.1244 : 1000ml

- Peat

ER.1225 : 200 ml
ER.1245 : 1000ml

- Forest
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ER-SCATTER MATERIAL
Landscaping adds colour, texture and realism to your terrain. With ER-DECOR scatter material you have the choice of
three grain sizes: coarse, fine and extra fine. ER-DECOR scatter material is colourfast and of uniform grain size. Used for
imitating earth, ground cover, plants, flowers and flowerbeds, fields, etc.
For fixing of scatter material we recommend our universal glue ER-DECOCOL white art.no. 7201 or universal glue ERDECOCOR green art.no. 7202.

SCATTER MATERIAL FINE

ER.1320 : 200 ml
ER.1340 : 500 ml

- Scatter fine olive green

ER.1321 : 200 ml
ER.1341 : 500 ml

- Scatter fine light green

ER.1322 : 200 ml
ER.1342 : 500 ml

ER.1323 : 200 ml
ER.1343 : 500 ml

- Scatter fine olive green

- Scatter fine light flower field

ER.1325 : 200 ml
ER.1345 : 500 ml

ER.1326 : 200 ml
ER.1346 : 500 ml

ER.1327 : 200 ml
ER.1347 : 500 ml

ER.1328 : 200 ml
ER.1348 : 500 ml

ER.1329 : 200 ml
ER.1349 : 500 ml

- Scatter fine dark flower field

- Scatter fine light brown

ER.1330 : 200 ml
- Scatter fine red

- Scatter fine dark green

- Scatter fine dark brown

- Scatter fine light grey

ER.1331 : 200 ml
- Scatter fine yellow

ER.1332 : 200 ml

ER.1334 : 200 ml
ER.1354 : 500 ml

ER.1335 : 200 ml
ER.1355 : 500 ml

- Scatter fine blue

- Scatter fine ballast brown

- Scatter fine ballast grey
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ER.1324 : 200 ml
ER.1344 : 500 ml

- Scatter fine dark grey

ER.1333 : 3 x 25 ml
- Scatter fine red/yellow/blue

ER-SCATTER MATERIAL
SCATTER MATERIAL EXTRA FINE

ER.1300 : 200 ml
- Scatter extra fine
light olive green

ER.1301 : 200 ml
- Scatter extra fine
dark olive green

ER.1305 : 200 ml
- Scatter extra fine
moss green

ER.1302 : 200 ml
- Scatter extra fine
light green

ER.1306 : 200 ml

ER.1303 : 200 ml
- Scatter extra fine
medium green

ER.1307 : 200 ml

- Scatter extra fine
sand

- Scatter extra fine
light grey

ER.1304 : 200 ml
- Scatter extra fine
dark green

ER.1308 : 200 ml
- Scatter extra fine
dark grey

SCATTER MATERIAL COARSE

ER.1360 : 500 ml

ER.1361 : 500 ml

ER.1362 : 500 ml

ER.1363 : 500 ml

ER.1364 : 500 ml

ER.1365 : 500 ml

ER.1366 : 500 ml

ER.1367 500 ml

ER.1368 500 ml

ER.1369 : 500 ml

- Scatter coarse olive green

- Scatter coarse dark flower field

- Scatter coarse light green

- Scatter coarse light brown

ER.1373 : 3 x 60 ml
- Scatter coarse
red/yellow/blue

- Scatter coarse dark green

- Scatter coarse dark brown

ER.1374 : 500 ml
- Scatter coarse
ballast brown
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- Scatter coarse moss green

- Scatter coarse light grey

- Scatter coarse light flower field

- Scatter coarse dark grey

ER.1375 : 500 ml
- Scatter coarse
ballast grey

ER-LICHEN
This natural product is already a long time favourite of hobbyists. This lichen is specially treated to keep its natural elasticity. When combined with our scatter materials it produces a limitless variety of colours and textures.
The colours are designed to blend with our other ER-DECOR landscaping products to become a realistic effect. Three
package sizes and several colours offer variety and economy.

ER.1019 : 50 g
ER.1029 : 125 g
ER.1039 : 250 g

ER.1013 : 50 g
ER.1023 : 125 g
ER.1033 : 250 g

- Lichen natural

ER.1014 : 50 g
ER.1024 : 125 g
ER.1034 : 250 g

- Lichen medium green

- Lichen light green

ER.1010 : 50 g
ER.1020 : 125 g

- Lichen 5 colour mix

ER.1011 : 50 g
ER.1021 : 125 g

- Lichen green mix

ER.1015 : 50 g
ER.1025 : 125 g
ER.1035 : 250 g

- Lichen dark green

ER.1012 : 50 g
- Lichen fall mix

ER-UNIVERSAL GLUE
The ER-DECOR universal glues ER-DECOCOL white and ER-DECOCOR green are water soluble universal glues for
fixing underboard and landscape wood parts, and when diluted, as transparent glue to flock or re-flock trees, grass fibres
and/or grass mats and most scatters, etc.
All our glues are free of solvents, not poisonous and water dilutable !
ER.7201

- Universalleim DECOCOL weiß
Inhalt: 500 ml
- Universal glue DECOCOL white
Contents: 500 ml

ER.7202

- Universalleim DECOCOR grün
Inhalt: 500 ml
- Universal glue DECOCOR green
Contents: 500 ml
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ER-DISPLAYS FOR SHOPKEEPERS

Tower Display
50 x 50 cm, 2 m high

ER-QUICK Display
35 x 60 cm, 1,85 m high

Your specialist shop:

ER-Decor International
Bossuytlaan 5 — B-8310 Brugge — BELGIUM
Tel: +32 (0) 50 68 65 25
Gsm: +32 (0) 475 37 77 57
Website: www.er-decor.eu — E-mail: info@er-decor.eu
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